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ABOUT THE BOOK 

 What is Bermuda triangle? 

 What is inside the Bermuda triangle? 

 What about the missing flights and 

ships? 

 Who is inside and what is happening? 

These are the common questions that will 

wander your mind and me too. People are 

searching answers for these questions but I 

created an answer likely to believe, but not 

real....may be real.  

This book is all about a boy who is in his 

traveling into the Bermuda triangle with his 

father, history teacher and his funny friend 

Eric and finding all the hidden secrets of 

Bermuda triangle in order to stop the 

Bermuda disaster.  

 This book has been written after further 

discussion and calculation. If you have to 

experience the whole book about the crazy 

idea of traveling into the Bermuda 

triangle.......Imagine it. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE STRANGE DREAM 

It was an early morning, too early when 

nobody rouses up from their bed in the 

whole city, except howling of the street dogs 

at the full moon. But, still there is a soul out 

of sleep, sitting with his laptop, staring at the 

clock, with a bottomless thinking. A boy 

who has a pretty brain both inside his skull 

and in his name is Brainstin. He is not an 

early bird, rather has a capacity to sleep till 

10.00am. Still, he is not allowed to. 

What keeps him awake? Who is not 

allowing him? 

The dream that comes every day, the 

dream with punctuality that comes exactly at 

3.00 AM. That‟s not the same dream comes 

to you like playing on a chocolate pond, 

flying over the clouds, money rain etc. but 

something like chasing by a velociraptor, 

falling from the plane, fighting with T.Rex 
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etc. That was something usual, but that night 

the dream was not attractive as he saw a 

group of flights and ships are being sucked 

inside the ocean and with a word.... 

"Uss cyclops....mh370" 

And that's the reason for his sudden 

wake up and deep thinking. 

"Codes????......this is new" he thought 

he could google the code, but the search 

result was not that helpful 

"Weird dream!!!!" He wondered. 

With full of confusions, questions, 

stress, depression etc., he went back to 

sleep. 

"Wake up! Wake up! Wake up!........" 

The speaking clock alarmed as soon as he 

closed his eyes. 

"Ohhhhhhhhhh!!!!!" He said getting 

up. "One day..........I am gonna crush you." 

He crawled to the wash room half 

awakened, as the dream still wandered his 

mind. After an hour, Brainstin came out, 

wiping his specks, stylized by his sneakers, 

cool spikes, and trendy hoody. 
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He sat comfortably on the sofa, with 

his right hand holding a cup of coffee and 

the left his iPad. 

"Bad night!" He said as he clicked the news 

app. 

"Malaysian airlines mh370 

missing......no sign of wreckages.....doubt 

prevails on Bermuda triangle" 

Brainstin got stuck by that hot news 

until his hot coffee became cold. 

"Good morning brainy!!!" a voice 

arrived as Brainstin relieved from that 

shock. 

It was Brainstin's dad, Mr.Freddy, 

stood near his lab with a set of wires. 

Brainstin belonged to a family of scientists, 

his great grandpa, his grandpa, dad all were 

great scientists and now, Brainstin was also 

aiming to become an electro scientist, so he 

had chosen electronics in his college. 

"Bad morning dad!” Replied Brainstin 

as he kept his iPad down. 

"Any interesting dream?" Freddy 

asked with a chuckle. 
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"Not funny dad!!" said Brainstin in an 

irritable voice. 

Freddy took the iPad and glanced the 

news....and soon his face changed more 

duller then Brainstin. He kept the iPad aside 

suddenly, wiped his sweat and went to his 

lab with no words. 

This is not something new to 

Brainstin as this happens every time when 

there are some weird news about Bermuda 

triangle. Freddy is totally a mysterious 

character that has many secrets dumped 

inside his heart, who often spends time only 

with his messy lab and wires and seldom 

spends time with Brainstin and disappears 

suddenly. 

Brainstin kept his worries inside as he 

grabbed his bag, took his skate board and 

moved towards his college.    

Usually the college begins at 9.00am. 

Brainstin is the first one to enter in and Eric 

was the last student. Brainstin and Eric are 

close friends from the day they were born in 

a same hospital treated by same doctor. Both 

are different in character. Brainstin is a cool, 
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and an intelligent not a science nerd with 

weird specks. 

Eric is a fun lover and a care free guy 

who needs only fun and food. His only 

hobby is eating and his study at that college 

is just a mishap made by his parents without 

his willingness. However, there is one thing 

that they have in common. They don't like 

Philosophy class so they use a hologram for 

fooling Dorvis (the philosophy tutor). They 

both enjoy Mr. Brinkin's science class not 

because they like Mr. Brinkin. He is one of 

the strange characters, stronger than Mr. 

Freddy. He looks smart, intelligent and had 

a good profile. His intelligence comes alive 

and unleashed only during his lectures and 

he won't speak to the pupils out of the class 

or to other tutors even as if his brain pearls 

vapor if he talks to them. Brainstin and Eric 

entered the college with full of excitement. 

"Hey dude..... what a perfect day...uh" 

said Eric as they enter in. 

"Yeah...cool climate, no sign of 

philosophy... Dorvis.... Brinkin's science 

class.... pretty awesome" Brainstin replied as 

they seated on their desk with a big smile as 

the class was little noisy. 
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Suddenly, there was deafening silence 

in the class as Mr. Brinkin entered into with 

a big book on his hand. 

"Good morning!!!!" everyone wished. 

"I don‟t think so it‟s a Bad morning" 

he replied "as MH 370 is still under search." 

"And today's lecture is all about 

Bermuda triangle" and as he switched on the 

projector, the lecture was on. However, 

Brainstin was unable to concentrate on the 

lecture, as the dream and the lecture 

interweave his mind…  

"Hey....dude...what happened?" Eric 

shook him. 

"I don't know...his lecture is 

disturbing me a lot" replied Brainstin before 

losing conscious a little. Suddenly Eric 

interrupted the lecture and said 

"Uh.....sorry for the disturbance...but 

Brainstin is not in a good condition..."  

Brinkin frowned at Eric for a second 

and made a noise 
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"Get lost" 

"Yes sir... as you wish" Eric replied as 

they moved out of the class. Brinkin noted 

him hallucinated. Before Eric stepped out of 

the class, Brinkin called him. 

"Hey you...Eric, meet me at my cabin, 

exactly at 12.00." 

   Eric nodded his head fast and they 

walked away. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE BRINKIN’S CABIN 

Eric was shocked to hear Brinkin called to 

his cabin as he never allow anybody to his 

cabin even the Principal of the college. 

That was shock to the whole college 

as the lunch hour filled with gossips about 

Brainstin. It was exactly 11.55 as Brainstin 

and Eric stood at the door step of the cabin 

puzzled. 

"I think....he would have found our 

hologram trick in Dorvis class" Eric guessed 

as the door opened. 

“May I come in sir?” Brainstin asked 

with a shiver as if he had a frog in his throat. 

"Come in" roared Mr.Brinkin. 

Brainstin and Eric entered the cabin 

with his eyes filled with curiosity and little 

fear. 
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To his surprise, his cabin was filled 

with photos, newspaper cut out proofs 

related to Bermuda triangle. 

One thing that made Brainstin frozen 

was an image of a ship called "USS 

CYCLOPS" the same ship that he dreamt 

about. 

"This....thi..s..thi..ship" he  blabbered. 

"Take your seats" said Brinkin. 

"I've noticed a sudden change in your 

face where I specified about The Bermuda 

triangle, am I right?” 

"What happened?" 

"Why did that happen?" 

Brainstin suddenly replied 

"Dreams are my problem!" 

Brinkin laughed and said 

"Getting nightmares are common to 

human beings" 

"But the dream that I got yesterday 

was something weird. The dream was like 

ships and flights sucked into the ocean, 
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